Abstract

In the recent era the spatial information is studied or analysis with the help of Satellite Images, Aerial Photographs which is captured by the Remote Sensing (RS) process with the aid of satellite and Aircrafts. The spatial information is scan by the various satellite is most of the time not geometrically correct (Raw Image) because of Remote Sensing type (Digital camara, along tracks scanner, across track scanner), platform (airborne versus satellites) and...
total field view. This type of raw image is not useful for the further application related to spatial science i.e. spatial information recording, land mapping, planning and management etc.

These Remote Sensing data has been need to correct geometrically for reduce the distortion in the image and also in the practical field. In the ‘Image Processing’ it can be possible by the ‘Digital Image Georeferencing’ techniques. This image processing (pre-processing) involves the correcting the distortion in the image with aid of computer (GIS software) for the accurate matching with world coordinates (x-raw, y-column) and real world. These corrected images have the highest geometric integrity in the image and practical field.
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